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Burger Visits M-W
by Wendy Watson
On Friday October 5,
fIrst year students enjoyed a
rare privilege: they were given
the opportunity to hear former
Chief Justice Warren Burger
speak before their class.
According to Constitutional
Law Professor Neal Devins,
Chief Justice B urger was
visiting the College in his
capacity
as
Chancellor.
Professor Michael Gerhardt,
also a constitutional
law
instructor, indicated that the
Chief Justice and Dean Sullivan
made the arrangements.
Both Professors Devins
and Gerhardt were pleased with
the program, each commenting
that the Chief Justice's decision
to forego any lecture or
prepared speech was a gracious
move
on
Burger's
part.
Opening the forum to student
questions indicated the Chief
Justice's desire to be responsive
to student concerns by allowing
students to control the subject
matter of the program. Devins
further commented that the less
fonnal question and answer
fonnat
provided
valuable
insight
into
Burger's
personality.
Devins felt the
informal exchange would aid
students in interpreting Burger' s
opmlOns and, on a more
general level, enable students to
see the Supreme Court as a
collection of "nine human

persons."
Students
raised
questions on a wide range of
issues, some clearly relating to
Constitutional Law and others
asking opinions on more
general
societal
concerns.
Burger spoke extensively on the
state of public education,
indicating his belief that there
is a deplorable lack of
knowledge about such subjects
as
the
Constitution
and
geography among elementaryHe also
school children.
addressed questions regarding
Souter's appointment to the
Supreme Court by saying that
he felt televising the hearings
led to the further politicization
of a process that should not be
political in the first place.
if
Burger
Believes
that,
anything, Souter offered too
much of his stance on issues to
the commiuee.
Mike McVicker (I L)
commented that he strongly
disagreed
with
several
substantive points raised by
Chief
Justice
Burger.
McVicker mentioned that he
was particularly offended by a
comment that Burger made
regarding the history of the Ku
Klux Klan. Burger said that in
the past the Klan was not as
In an
bad as it is now.
informal patio interview, a
number of first-years (who

Ne~

requested anonymity), expressed
a similar reaction.
These
students were "disappointed"by
Burger's remarks regarding the
societal and political status of
women today.
Burger feels
women do not need specific
In response to
legal help.
these
studen t
opmlOns,
Professor Gerhardt stressed the
importance of looking at
Burger's statements in historical
perspective.
Apart
from
this
political disagreement, student
response to Burger' s speech
seemed quite positive. Mike
McVicker stated that Burger
was, on the whole, a "good,
articulate,
and
humorous
speaker."
Similarly, John
Koehler (lL) felt that Burger
was
good - natured
and
entertaining as a speaker and
that Burger's response to a
question raised by Koehler was
straight-foreward and honest.
Koehler suggested that Burger,
because he is retired, might
have felt freer to speak his
mind about the processes of the
Supreme Court than Chief
Justice Rehnquist may feel in
his upcoming visit.
One
student mentioned that "his
answers were a little evasive
spoken."
but
very
well
Another student noticed more
significant matters: "His suit
was quaint ... kind of shiny."

Retired Chief Justice Warren Burger, Chancellor of William and
Mary, recently visited in order to plan the College's
Tricentennial. Burger also paid an unexpected visit to the
first-Ye(lr Can. Law classes.

Computer Restrictions

by Dave Edwards
In a series of campuswide moves designed to cut
spending, the College administration has taken aim at
laser printing.
Beginning
sometime within the next two
weeks, laser printers at Marshall-Wythe will be disconnected from print sharers and
connected only to individual
computers. In the spring or
summer, depending upon when
the state awards a contract,
venda-card boxes will be
connected to these printers, and
users will have to pay for each
page printed.
According to ViceProvost for Information Technology Bud Robeson, who
recommended the policy, the
College looked at all available
alternatives for cutting costs,
from charging a campus-wide
user fee to doing away with
laser printing entirely, and
fmally settled on this new
policy as the best choice
available. The problem , says
Robeson, is that a narrow range

of students- are dominating the
use of the laser printers, and a
number of them are using laser
print facilities as the equivalent
of a print shop. Administration
officials agree that MarshallWythe accounts for the bulk of
laser printing expenditures.
According to Robeson, the
administration ,c hose the new
policy in order to preserv~ laser
printing for those who WIsh to
use it without forcing non-users
to subsidize users.
Manager of Computer
Support Services at the Computer Center, David Reed,
noted that the purpose of
William and Mary's original
computer policy was to make
computer services available to
the maximum number of
students possible. Unfortunately, notes Reed, "We've been a
victim of our own success."
Over the last academic year,
laser printers have been used in
Marshall-Wythe to the exclusion of other printers,
namely the Rugged Writers.

This, says Reed, "was never use the Rugged Writers, which
our original intenL" Also not are about 75% cheaper to
intended has been the use of maintain than the Lazer Jets.
the laser printers to make Reed acknowledged, however,
duplicate copies of papers, that if this policy doesn't
resumes, and other such ar- reduce laser printing, the
ticles. Reed surmizes that the administration may have to take
primary reason for such use is away some of the law school's
the' increased cost of using Lazer Jets. He also stated that
photocopiers.
The purpose more Rugged Writers would
of the new policy is to reduce probably be supplied if they are
the expense of maintaining the needed. However, the vendalaser printers by reducing their card policy, once implimented,
use, at least until a venda-card should relieve the problem
policy can be implimented. somewhat by funding the laser
According to a memo from printers through a per copy,
Reed to Law Library Director user fee. Although the amount
James Heller, the cost of of the fee has not yet been
supplying printer cartridges for determined,
according
to
law school printers last year Robeson, it should be within
was approximately $12,000. the range of what Kinko's, for
Given the current budgetary example, charges.
Reed,
crisis, the administration believ- however, stated that whatever
es that this amount is excessive the charge, it will be at least
and must be reduced, either by one cent above the cost of
decreasing the amount of photocopying, in order to
printing or transferring the cost discourage students from using
over to individual users. They the printers to make multiple
hope that having laser printers copies.
connected to only one computer
The reaction from Jaw
each will encourage students to students to the new policy has

been generally negative.
A
common complaint among law
students was the lack of student
imput in the choice of the
policy. Said third-year Howard
Kwon, "I think it's necessary,
but at the same time 1 don't
think it's being applied well.
As long as we've been here the
laser printers have been accessible, and now they're being
taken away . .. Student opinion
is not consulted or is given
little weight We're the one's
most affected by [the policy]."
"As
Andy Condlin agreed:
usual the students are being
treated as second class citizens.
Continued on Page Three
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IN'!'ER ALIA
Acts of domestic violence occur every 18 seconds.
About one-half of all couples experience some fonn of
domestic violence.
More women die from domestic violence than from any other
cause.
Domestic abuse has no boundaries. It affects people from
all backgrounds, occurs at all times and comes in various
fonns. Some people just hide it better than others. Abuse
can mean a push, a bruise, a trip to the hospital. It can be
unwanted sexual demands, threats, undennining one's selfconfidence.
Domestic abuse can occur when a man feels overwhelmed
by a situation, out of control or insecure -- at work or at
home. Often he sees women more as objects than as people.
Generally, he has been socialized to be aggressive and to
vent his anger through violence, while women have been
socialized to be passive and to conciliate. Usually the abuse
escalates. It also occurs in cycles: an outburst, he feels
sorry and may try to make amends, a build-up, another
outburst
An abused women may do many things. She may stay
with the abuser -- sometimes because she loves him,
sometimes because she thinks it will get better, sometimes
to keep her family together or to protect her children or
herself, sometimes she docsn 't know where else to go. She
may leave, and she may strike back. It is her life and her
decision.
The legal system is starting to change and varies by state.
A protective order can be obtained if the judge detennines
there is just cause, but it is only effective if the named party
pays attention to it. Marital rape exists statutorily, but the
couple must be separated.
October is Domestic Violence Awareness Month. Being
aware is the first step in solving the problem.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I am writing on
behalf of the Wythe Chapter
of Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity, International to
share with the students here at
Marshall-Wythe a few of the
plans of P.A.D. for this
academic year.
I would like to thank
everyone who attended the
CrabFest on October 6. The
weather was great and so
were the crabs (so I am told
since I don't eat them). We
hope that this will be an
annual event, and invite
everyone to watch for
infonnation next fall.
P.A.D. is both a
service and a social fraternity.
After all, you can't ask people
to expend their efforts in
service activities for their
school and their community
and not let them have some
f.un too. With this in mind,
we have several plans for this
year which will involve the
entire student body. (There
are several other services that
are available only to Phi
Alpha Delta members.) First,
as many third year students
are aware, P.A.D. has in the
past operated a book sale
program. Beginning in
January, this will once again
be in operation. For a smaIl
commission, P.A.D. will
handle advertising and selling
students' used textbooks.
More details will be provided
later this semester and at the
beginning of next semester.
Phi Alpha Delta also
would like to become more
actively involved in
community service activities.
This semester, as P.A.D. has
done in past years, P.A.D.
will sponsor a Toys-for-Tots
campaign at the law school.
As with the bookstore, more
details will be available at a
later date. A second
community service project,
which will involve law related
education in the local schools,
is slated for the spring
semester.
Finally, Phi Alpha
Delta would like to invite one
or more speakers to MarshallWythe during the course of
this academic year. In
particular, several first year
students have raised questions
about the different areas of
law and what practitioners in
those different areas actually
do. We hope to be able to
invite some attorneys who
practice in various types of
law to share with MarshaUWythe students the nature of
their work.

. Social activities also
are a part of the P.A.D. plan
for 1990-1991, and members
will be notified of upcoming
events as they are scheduled.
Coming next semester, for
example, are the P.A.D. Mardi
Gras festivities.
In order to implement
our plans, we need help.
Therefore, Phi Alpha Delta
would like to take this
opportunity to ask for the
assistance of any and all
interested Marshall-Wythe
students. We welcome help
with projects that already are
in place, and encourage ideas
for new ways we can serve
our members, the student body
at Marshall-Wythe, and the
community -- our goal for the
year -- along with having fun
while doing so.
Again, all students are
invited to join Phi Alpha
Delta. We need and welcome
your assistance.
Vivian Seay, Justice
Phi Alpha Delta
To the Editor:
The Christian Legal
Society held its national
conference in Santa Fe, New
Mexico during October 4-7.
Over 140 students from 120
law schools joined hundreds of
practicing lawyers to 'wrestle
with the role of the Christian in
the legal profession.
CLS began in 1961, when
a small group of lawyers met
together at an American Bar
Association conference. Today,
4,000
lawyers,
judges,
professors, and students are
actively involved.
CLS is open to all lawyers
who
share
a
common
commitment to Jesus Christ,
without regard for denomination
or political viewpoint Through
conferences, Bible studies,
publications, and pro bono
projects, CLS seeks to provide
Christian attorneys with both
fellowship
and
service
opportunities.
Although members are
encouraged and assisted in their
independent pro bono projects,
CLS as a body focuses on two
principal areas of the law.
Through the Center for Law
and Religious Freedom, CLS
members are active in churchstate issues. In the 1980s, for
instance, the Center and CLS
members were involved in
nearly 80% of the religious
liberty cases argued before the
Supreme Court. Second, CLS
has helped to establish over
thirty Christian Conciliation
Services programs nationwide.
CCS
provides a biblical
approach to dispute resolution

which focuses on restoring
in.stead
of
. relationships
defeating the opponent. CCS '
also equips church leaders to
mediate disputes so that the
adversarial nature of conflict
can be avoided.
The
fall
conference
combined the National Student
Leadership Conference with
. CLE courses on mediation for
practicing attorneys.
Lane
Adams, a fonner Associate
Evangelist with the Billy
Graham Crusade, was one of
the special guest speakers. He
addressed the problem of
balancing life's conflicting
He
demands on our time.
stated that we should not rank
our priorities with respect to
God, family, work, and self,
because obedience to God.
yields benefits in all areas
simultaneously. Professor Lynn
Buzzard,
from
Campbell
University, emphasized the need
for the Christian community to
realize that the moral crisis in
America is not a result of the
law and that it cannot be
rectified solely by the law. He
urged Christians to be in the
forefront of the promotion and
elevation of justice for all and
not to wait until the Christian
church itself is affected. Sam
Ericson, director of the Center
for
Law
and
Religious
Freedom, noted the changes in
his
practice
when
his
perspective changed such that
God became the client
A
of
much
greater
sense
accountability accompanies such
a view and allows the lawyer
to
fulfill
both
his
responsibilities to his client and
his duty to God.
In addition to the many
speakers, workshops on career
options
and
conciliation/mediation allowed
students to benefit from the
experience of lawyers practicing
in the student's field of interest.
Through times of fellowship
and worship the representatives
of the many schools developed
a common vision for the future
of CLS. The desire to provide
such an opportunity for more
students sparked plans for
regional conferences to be held
in the spring.
As the representative of
the William and Mary chapter,
I found myself encouraged by
the quality of the national
leaders and the enthusiasm of
everyone who attended. Our
chapter here at Marshall-Wythe
has been active this semester
providing opportunities for
growth and fellowship through
weekly
meetings ,
guest
speakers, Bible studies, and
social events. We encourage
anyone who is interested to
attend any of our meetings and
to become involved in CLS.
Mark Matney (2L)
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P.S.F. for a P.D.
by Eric Turner
This
summer
I
received a PSF grant to work
in the Maricopa County Public
Defender's Office, in Phoenix,
Arizona. Phoenix is Arizona's
largest city, with a population
in excess of two million in the
metropolitan area known as the
Valley of the Sun.
The Public Defender's
Office (PD' s office) petitioned
the Arizona Supreme Court on
my behalf, which allowed me
to receive limited practice as a
student practitioner while I
interned this summer. Luckily
for me, and for those clients
whose cases I handled, I
trammg,
which
received
encompassed aspects of the
Arizona
legal
system,
responsibilities of a public
defender,
various
case
management
ski lis,
trial
preparation, etc., with a group
of newly-hired attorneys. In '
addition to the regular training,
I received training in the laws
associated with driving while
intoxicated because I would see
many of these types of cases
during my twelve weeks as a
public
defender.
student
Basically, with the exception of
litigating cases, my position as
a student intern gave me an
opportunity
to become a
criminal
lawyer
for
the
summer.
The PD's office in
Maricopa, like those across the
country, is swamped with a
huge case load and a small
number of attorneys--only 150
to cover the entire county.
This translated into days with
trials in two courts scheduled
for the same time and hearings
on both ends of the valley on
the same day. Generally, more
clients that most lawyers ever
want to see in a week would
be handled in a day. This is
not to suggest that the clients
do not
receive
adequate
representation.
They do in
almost all cases, just in a
shortened time frame.
The PD's office is
divided into six working
groups, juvenile appeals, and
four litigation groups. Each of
the litigation groups is assigned
a specific geographic area of
the county. Each city or town
has at least one justice court,
the lowest criminal court in the
Arizona system. The justice
court handles all misdemeanors,
and any preliminary matters for
felonies.
During any given
week I would venture out to
one ~f the justice courts for my
working group three or four
times.
Usually half of the
justice court day is reserved for
trials and the other half either
for pretrial conferences or
probable cause hearings.
A
deputy public defender's job
here is to meet the new client
for the first time. The court
has already determined the
defendant's indigence at the
initial
arraignment
All
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IContinued from Page One
They don't value our judgement
IfI enought
to ask us to stop using
the laser printers as much." He

adjustments to reduce [the
making of multiple copies] and
the cost to the computer center
of the facility [at MarshallWythe]."
He gave, as an
I also echoed a common com- example of an altemative
I plaint about the Rugged proposal which might be
I Writers:
"They should have considered, the funding of the
: taught us before how to use the laser printers by a law school
I Rugged Writers -- a lot of association.
I people don't know how to use
According to Hume,
I them or operate them properly. the library staff is interested in
I I try to use them, myself, but I hearing student ideas regarding
I can't do anything about it when alternatives to this policy. She
I they aren't loaded or working recommends that students with
properly."
Condlin also suggestions speak with her -I suggested that laser printer use the sooner the better.
I could be decreased if the Legal
'
I Skills program encouraged the
1 printing of
memos on the
Rugged Writers rather than
Please turn to
I desiring laser qUality.
I
The law librarians also
I seem
less
than
ecstatic. survey on page 5.
I According
to
Reference
I Librarian Mary Grace Hume,
: Library Director Heller had
I hoped to avoid the difficulties
I engendered by the splitting of
: Lazer Jets from computers and
i the reduction in the number of
I Lazer Jets, by having the law
I school provided with vendaI card machines before such
I actions could take place.
~ Because of the state's failure to
'I award a venda-card contract,
'\1 this apparantly will not occur.
,! However, according to Reed,
j the administration is willing to
consider
viable
alternative
j proposals to the new policy:
I "This is not a cast in stone
, decision. What is cast in stone
I is that we must make some

I

Eric Turner (3L) worked for the Maricopa County Public
Defender'S Office last summer. PSF funded his internship.
defendants are then taken back
to the justice court which
covers the area in which they
were arrested, regardless of
whether they are charged with
a felony or misdemeanor.
Misdemeanor cases are handled
entirely by the justice court,
while only pretrial conferences
and probable cause hearings for
felonies
are
held
there.
Defendants
charged
with
felonies are actually tried in
superior court if they did not
plead guilty at the justice court
level.
Upon initially meeting
a client at justice court, I
would explain the options
available to the client:
to
attempt
to
convince
the
prosecutor to drop the case; to
take the case through the
constitutionally guaranteed trial;
or to plea bargain. This was
where my interpersonal skills
were really put to the test.
Anywhere from six to twenty
cases were set for each day.
Interviewing and discussing a
case with the client, as well as
the prosecutor, arresting officer
and witness, tends to use up
whatever time has been set
aside for pretrial conferences or
probable cause hearings. Time
is a double-edged sword when
one is trying to reach an
agreeable
deal
with
the
prosecutor.
I have been told that
ninety-seven percent or more of
all cases that are not dismissed
at the pre-trial stage end in the
defendant's pleading guilty at
some
time
prior
to
determination of the facts by a
jury. The other three percent
or less go to trial. Most clients
want to take "the deal" only
when they think it is sufficient
in their minds for the crime
they have committed, not when
you know it is the best possible
deal they will be able to get
for the crime charged.
In addition to the
constant plea bargaining of
cases, I was' responsible for
interviewing
defendants,
witnesses, police officers and
victims. I was able to secondchair a felony forgery trial. I

also made a few motions
before the court regarding bail
and
sentencing
matters.
Research was left mostly to the
permanent law clerks. I did,
however, get to research issues
in those cases that I was
One case in
handling.
particular turned on a U.S.
Supreme Court decision that
had been handed down on a
Friday. I actually had to work
that weekend as the motion for
dismissal was scheduled for the
following Monday morning.
I would like to suggest
to those of you who want to r,;::=========:;;::::====.;;::====,r;::;:-=;;1
litigate to consider working for
the government The hours are
fairly standard, the pay is
reasonable, and the experience
you will get from being a
public defender or prosecutor
will take you wherever you
may want to go. The salary
level for both prosecutors and
public defenders in Phoenix,
even fresh out of law school, is
about $30,000, making it one
of the better places to start. I
will be happy to provide
interested students with the
names and addresses of people
to contact.
Finally, I would like to
thank the Public Service Fund
for selecting me as a grant
recipient and those of you who
Tom Jones, winner of the 1990 Bushrod T. Washington Moot
contributed your time and
Court Competition, accepts a shiny plate from Dean Sullivan
money to help me and others
venture into the real world of which Tom can display with pride.
law.

!

.

Congratulations to the 1991-92 Moot Court Bar1

•

Sclimiat
1'[orist, Inc.
Serving

tfu

area for cr.;er 50 years

• J4rea Coae 804
229 . 1665

131 7·1J '1lJCJ{1vf0'J.[1J 9{,OJ41J
'WILLlJlr}i{S'BV1?..tj, 'IIJ!. 23185

David Arnold
Thomas Barrett
Eric Branscom
Richard Brooks
Robert Bryant
Paige Budd
Ruth Nathanson Carter
Lauren Clineburg
Michael Constanzo
Natalia DeICanto
Elizabeth Dopp
Steve Gerber
Tom Hanrahan
Christopher Hedrick
Robert Hogan
Craig Holmes

Tom Jones
Nancy Killien
Lisa Lawrence
Pete Liaskos
John Maxwell
Elaine Paul
Isabel Pauley
Rustin Polk
Matt Pullen
Mychal Schulz
Brendan Shannon
Price Shapiro
Steve Shebest
William Stoycos
Carolyn Tillotson
Joan Ziglar
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"Be/Ie"

.

cOUple?

0/ the btlll?

iT'ratfitionaf dothing for gentfemen.
BE YOUR BEST
Interviewing or Partying "THE LOOK"
We are ready to help

IS

all important

Save on interview wear.
Major credit cards accepted.
Personal accounts available.
We rent formal attire.

Merchant's Square
416 Duke of Gloucester . . . rr.~ .....
Williamsburg, Virginia 23187
804 - 229 - 7887

And a good time was had by all ...
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featuring

Reubens, Sailors, Beethoven,
Mozart, Corned Beef & Pastrami
Also N.Y. Ch eesecake, Homemade Soups
and Lasagna
Try Our Famous French Onion Soup
Au Gratin (nightly)
Join us and relax with good food in a
pleasant classical music atmosphere.

Williamsburg locals (i.e., townies) enjoy the William and Mary
Arts and Crafts Festival held last weekend at William and Mary
Hall.
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COMPUTER LAB NEWS

OTHER INFORMATION

~

~ KNOW YOUR DISKS
~
.

525" disk
Most.
s are
~either double (low) density
~ (usually labelled as 2D or DD)
§or high density. (labelled HD).
~The computers 10 the Marshall~Wythe computer. lab can han?le
~both .types of dl~ks, .but us~g
~the I.nco.rrect disk/d.lsk drive
~comb1OatIon can be disasterous.
1Double density disks should be
~ formatted ONLY in the B:
~drive (the lower drive) and
~used in the B: drive ~henever
~posslble.. The A:. drive (~e
~u~per drive), the high denSity
§drlve, can READ data from a
~ Iow density disk, but should
§never be used to WRITE to or
§F~RMAT a double dens~ty
~d~k. Because the low den~lty
§drives cannot read a high
§density disk, hi~h density di~ks
§must be used m the A: drive

The word processing
software in the Marshall-Wythe
lab will be upgraded from
Wordperfect 5.0 to Wordperfect
5.1 over the next few weeks.
S':Mdardiz~ complaint fonns
will be com1Og to the computer.
lab in the near future. If you ~
experience computer or printer ~
problems, or if you just have ~
some suggestions, please use ~

Budget request fonns ~
should be turned in to S BA ~
Treasurer Dave Tucker by ~r---- - ---- -- --- - - - - -- . .
October 18, 1990.
~I
I
_

~1

.
Good M USIC

•

A r~mi~der t? law§1
I
sch.ool orgamzatIOnS--~lv~ n~s ~ I
I
notIce of you: organ.lZatIO s:
events, and we II post It on ~e~ I
SBA calender. That way, we ll~
have <;me pla~e that lists all ~ •
upcommg law school events, §.
these forms to relay the i ~d groups can ~ow ahead off ,Compact Discs * Tapes * Movie Rentals.
information to the support staff. . Hme what days w.lll be book.ed~
•
If you experience any problems and. what days wil.l ~ free for ~ I
• • • ••
during the hours posted on the SOCial or other actIvItIes.
~I
THE • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
computer lab bulletin board,
1I
please check carrel 75, help or
The SBA coffee bar; I
sympathy may be immediately has fe-opened for business.~ I
available.
(Hurrah!) As long as we can1 I
: .......................... ".... ".. "." ... "......... ".... : break even, the coffee bar will ~
~ AIDS Awareness Talk
~ remain open. If there are anyjl
~ by Rob Donohue from ~ questions or problems about thel I
§Peninsula AIDS Foundation § coffee bar, please check with§ .
~ 7 November at 7PM
§ an SBA representative orj I
I
~
room 127
§ officer.
§I
I

Great Prices

BOX

~~~.~.~~~~~~.I.r.: ........................................ L. .......................:.. :.:..:.......:.':..:'::'!:'!.::.~:.::.::.::.::.::.::.:~~~:~:~:.:::.::::.:::.::.:....,:."" .....J I

22: - 8882

10-9 Mon.- Sat. •

COMPUTER PRINTER POLICY SURVEY

• •• •• ••• •• •• •• •• ••• •• •• •• •• •• ••• •• ••

•

1. Do you feel the policy benefits students?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. What do you use the laser printers for?
(circle all that apply)
a Legal Skills
b. specialized assignments
(Moot Court, Law Review, individual research .
projects)
c. other school work
(e.g.: outlines)
d. resumes
e. cover letters
f. envelopes
g. personal matters
h. other - - - - - : c - : - - - - - - : : - -3. Do you feel the Rugged Writers are easily accessible?

:~l~l~l~

~~b~~;,mt~~~rS~eys

to the Advocate's hanging file

,•

PIZZA

,•

,•
•
•

: Serving Only the Finest:
:
* New York Style Pizza
:
* All Kinds of STROMBOLIS
:
* Authentic GYRO & SOUVLAKI
:
* All Kinds of Subs
:
* Big Selection of BEER and WINE

:
•
:
:
:
:

•
•

,•

•

il1l1~i~

i~ f:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ~t:~:~:~ ~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~l~ ~ ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ilil;l;lilil;lilililili~i~i~i i i :~:i:~:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:;:i:;:i:i~;~i~i~i~i~ ~ ~i~i~i~i~;~i~;!i!i!i!i!ililililil~!i!i!~!i!i~i:i:i:i~

•

•
•

Deli Restaurant

•

4. Suggestions for alternative policies:

•

MAMMA MIA

•

•
•
10% Discount on Meals
•
•
•
•
,
with this coupon
•
•
•
•
•
,
•
open 'til 2 am
•
220 - 3565
•
•• Prince George's Street
•
One Block from Historic Area •
,, ,,,, , , ,, ,, ,, , , ,, ,, ,, , , ,,

·

...

...

~

..
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666 F.2d 666
by Peter Kay
Modern belief systems, struggling for scientific rationality, have
de-emphasized the position of Satan as a red-suited, cloven-hoofed
personification of evil and animate Clayer of evil souls. Freed from
this traditional role of morality enforcer, the prince of darkness has
not died but has transformed himself, taking up residence in the
grooves of certain record albums, and in the interstices of our legal
system, where he can still lead humanity astray. Dozens of actual
reported cases have lent Satan some legal significance.
The grandfather of all Satan cases is U.S. ex. reI. Mayo v.
Satan and his Staff, 54 F.R.D. 283 (1971), in which the plaintiff
frIed a civil rights action against Satan for deliberately placing
obstacles in his path and cau ing his downfall. The case, which
was docketed in the We tern District of Pennsylvania was
di missed for three reasons: I. Defective service of process __
plaintiff left no instructions for the U.S. Marshal on how to cross
the coals of hell to serve the papers. 2. Personal jurisdiction __
Satan is a foreign prince with no standing in American Courts, and
3. Defective Joinder -- The interests of Satan may not be those of
the entire class of sub-demons.
Not everybody wants to sue Satan. Some people want to
worship him, and when those people are prisoners, serious First
Amendment rights are implicated. In fact, the bulk of Satan cases
In Childs v.
involve the Free Exercise rights of prisoners.
Duckworth, Mr. Childs attempt~d to start up a chapter of the
Church of Satan, Fraternity of the Goat in an Indiana penitentiary
and reque ted that the Warden provide incense, candles and books.
The denial was held to be non-violative of the Constitution because
the "generalized concepts of satanism were inconsistent with the
rehabilitative goals of the Indiana Department of Correction ... "
Candle wax can make key molds, and incense can mask the telltale
odors of drug and alcohol use. Wyoming prisoners in Kennedy v.
Meacham demanded gongs, black robes, pointing sticks and other
menacing accoutrements of Satanism . Permission was denied.
If convicts appear to be the most ardent devotees of Satan, it
is probably because Satan convinced them to commit the crime that
put them in jail. In U.S. v. Mann, the defendant refused to pay
income taxes because the I.R.S. collectors are "satan's litlle
helpers," whose power derives not from law but [rom [ear and
intimidation.
Truth in this case was not an absolute defense;
Mann was convicted . The defendant in State v. Ri£=t ~enoW\cOO
his Idaho citizenship because the potato state was part of Satan's
dominion. Part of this renunciation entailed not having a driver's

1~~~insuranc~orl~ense~Mesfurhis~,bwh~h~wuHz~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
i

convicted, notwithstanding hi Con titutional Free Exercise of
Religion defense.
The general rule that Satan will lure the weak into committing
serious crimes and then vanish is most clearly established by
Fulghum v. Ford. Fulghum killed his victim and put certain of the
victim's organs in jars to defend against the earthly return of
Satan. He then severed his own finger as a battle scar. A
Georgia jury rejected Fulghum's insanity-by-Satan defense and
He is serving a life
convicted him of intentional homicide.
sentence.
In the recent Vance v. Judas Priest litigation in Nevada (parents
of teen suicide allege subliminal messages in Priest's Stained Class
album caused the death) the plaintiff called an expert to testify to
the prevalence of Satan in rock albums. He played "Stairway to
Heaven backwards and "Here's to my sweet Satan" supposedly
came out He also testifies to the existence of backwards messages
on the albums of other seventies dinosaurs, like Styx and ELO.
Hide the sleeping pills before playing that "Pieces of Eight" album
backwards.
Most reasonable people agree that the clearest manifestation of
Satan in the law is the person with a degree, in a suit, carrying the
briefcase. Others are not so sure. In a world of weakening
religious belief and increased faith in litigation, Satan may have
p~ked a most fertile habitat.

PUBLIC NUISANCE
Playboy and the Seven
Sisters ... Hmmm, it's not a new
Disney flick . It's not a new 2
Live Crew album ... So, what is
it?
Playboy
recently
launched its first ever search
for "models" (for lack of a
better word) for its "Women of
the All-Women Schools" (my
words, not theirs.) In hopes of
disproving - or proving - the
myth that all women at these
schools have short hair and are
radical feminists (their words,
not mine), Playboy has centered
the search in the Northeast
because - as everyone knows that's where the real all-women
women's schools are: Smith,
Mt. Holyoke, Bryn Mawr,
Wellesley ... And, in an effort

to make sure there are enough
models, Playboy has opened the
search to students and alumnae
alike.
So far, the response at
Playboy has been -- well,
satisfactory. Playboy seems to
have no doubts that they will
"models"
to
fmd enough
feature.
The response at the
schools have been -- diverse.
Many women have submitted
applications (complete with all
vital statistics) expressing their
preference
as
to
being
photographed clothed, seminude, or nude. While these
women have been interviewing
and participating in test shoots,
other women
have been
engaging in a picketing and
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protesting frenzy directed at
Playboy ...and their erst-while
sisters.
It's a classic conflict.
On the one hand, a woman's
right to do all those feminine
things: have long hair, be
attractive, pose nude for
Playboy. (Again, their words,
not mine). On the other hand, a
woman 's struggle to be taken
seriously as an individual with
intelligence,
talent,
ambition ...and not just another
set of mammary glands.
The conflict isn't going
to be settled here and it
probably won ' t be soon.
Playboy will keep exposing
new territority. Women will
keep baring all. People will
keep protesting it all. The
whole thing is almost as
American as baseball and apple
pie.
But . . . what's
next? ... "Playboy uncovers the
women behind the veils - Nuns
in the Nude! "?
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Gerhardt Visits

i Sundae Bars .i
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Imagine two Baskln-Robb!ns SlJnoae Bars '" yo,'r favorite signature
flavors . hke Pralines 'n Cream . Ja:noca' Almor,c! Fudge. and our new
AII·Star favonte . Baseball Nut. 'r.T1lrn
lU SCIOUs creamy Ice cream
" ith a flavor-filled center and dehclous :opplng5. ali wrapped In a 'ayer
0f rich. sweet chocolate. Now rha(s d ta ste 'yOU wen't ftnd anywhere
else bu t Baskin-Robbins.
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Today at 4:30 PM in room 127,
S.E.R.C.H. presents:
"Straight Talk on Gay Issues"
All questions and comments will be addressed
by two gay students. Open your mind...
::
: : : : :: : : : :: : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :
:: : : : : : : : : : : : : :,'" : : :: :: :: :
~
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Continued from Page Eight

Notable performances
were prevalent throughout the
Prurient Interest line-up. The
most
notable
may
have
occurred before the game when
Mike "true blue" Flannery blew
off a free dinner at the
Williamsburg Inn with his
soon-to-be flrm in order to play
second base. Dave "is it time
for a relief pitcher?" Nelson
pitched a
superb batting
practice. Chasse solidified his
claim to rookie-of-the-year
honors by going three for three
with a home run (his second of
the year) and another solid
at
shortstop.
performance
Casker' s
batting
average
remained constant - at 1.000 after his usual three for three
performance. E.G. "bury me in
the law review office when I
die" Allen set a personal record
by staying an extra day in
Baltimore.
Allen was away
from the law review office for
more than a day and a half
straight. Jim "my girlfriend is
watching" Reynolds went 0 for
3.
Al "I'll never take BP
before a game again" Clark
also went "O-fer" in front of his
girlfriend and even popped out
to the catcher.
Thanks
to
some
interesting last inning fielding '
by the Prurients, the Marauders

~: ~

:~

:~

~"

::::::::::~

between
Prurient
erased part of an ll-run deficit rematch
to achieve a final score of 12 - Interests and a much-improved
6 in favor of Prurient Just Coolin' squad. This game
quickly developed into the
Interests.
"Mike Flannery Show." With
Prurient Interests up 1 - 0 in
PLAY-OFFS
Prurient
Interests the third inning, Flannery (in
started the play-offs with a his first start at third base)
thrilling 17 - 2 victory over the made a diving stop and a
glove-borrowing
powerhouse strong throw to get a force at
Sigma Nu. Prurient Interests second base. He followed this
scored 17 runs in just 31 at by blocking third base and
bats. Three home runs were holding onto a perfect throw
hit in the first inning alone by from left-fielder Greg Casker to
Casker, McGarity, and Al put out a runner and end a Just
Clark, who broke out of a Coolin' attempt to rally. In the
slump with a deep blast to the bottom half of the same inning,
grass in leftfield. Reinhardt Flannery picked up two RBIs
added another homer in the with a double to center. He
second inning.
Reynolds would later score to reach the
regained some dignity by fmal of 4 - O.
collecting two hits.
Casker,
Despite
a .stellar
again three for three, kept his defensive performance in his
batting
average
perfect. first appearance in leftfield,
"Rickey Henderson" LaRuffa Greg Casker failed to match his
amazed the fans and the team previo us
perfect
hitting
captain by getting thrown out performances at the plate.
once again during a display of Casker went 0 for 3, which
matches
his
his
extraordinarily average coincidentally
speed on the basepaths. Pitcher current average at the Green
Mac "I go where the talent is" Leafe.
B - school mercenarf
McGarity's shutout was lost
when a Sigma Nu hitter rudely Mac McGarity went the
interrupted Gary Reinhardt's distance to record his first shutlast inning nap
in left out and upped Prurient Interests
centerfield by lofting a two-run record to 5 - O. They play in
intramural
semi-fmals
fly ball home run over the the
October 17th against Kappa
sleeping outflelder.
The quarter-fmals of Alpha.
the intramural play-offs were _a

by Wendy Watson
If the halls of Wake
Forest's law school seem a
little emptier this year, it is not
because the students have come
to their senses and fled . . . it
is because the Winston-Salem
North Carolina school has
loaned
Professor
Michael·
Gerhardt to Marshall-Wythe.
Gerhardt received his
undergraduate degree from
Yale, his M.Sc. in Political
Philosophy from the London
School of Economics, and his
J.D. from the University of
Chicago.
He is currently
teaching Constitutional Law and
Health Law here at MarshallWythe.
Although
Gerhardt
likes Williamsburg, he admits
that he has to contend with the
expected
culture-shock
of
settling into a new community:
"You 've got to learn a whole
new routine." He has found
that in a town so small and
"unique," finding stores and
restaurants is a particular
He has ventured
problem.
down to the Colonial district
and wandered through the
exhibits, but does not foresee
making it a regular part of his
schedule. As he points out, the
Colonial district is not likely to
change significantly while he is
here.
_

With regard to the
College, Gerhardt said he finds
the faculty to be friendly and
interesting, and the students to
be stimulating:
"They keep
you on your toes." He also
expressed enthusiasm over the
opportunity to work with the
Institute of Bill of Rights Law
as a panelist for the Supreme
Court Preview Program and as
a
consultant
for
the
organization of Chief Justice
Rehnquist's upcoming visit.
Gerhardt characterized himself
as "relatively low-key," and
hopes that the students here
find him approachable.
He
said that his teaching objective
is to train students to approach
·constitutional
issues
like
lawyers, to be "sensitive to the
different points of view .
and the give and take in
constitutional dialogue."
Gerhardt's office is
devoid of pictures and crossstitched samplers touting legal
maxims; his only decoration a
wall of book-shelves piled high
with texts on Constitutional
Law and Health Law ("the only
books I get -for free"). Such is
the lot of a visiting professor.
So when you see him in the
halls, give him an extra-friendly
hello and tell him where he can
get a good pizza in town.
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FOR THE HOLIDAYS *
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SCHULZ ON MARAUDING
Marshall's Marauders Brian "Make sure you tell them
stumbled into the men's I got a hit" Fusonie anchored
intramural softball playoffs the outfield.
What little
riding a stunning one-game offense
the
Marauders
losing streak suffered at the generated came off the bats of
hands of the sexually frustrated Mychal "You're only mentioned
Prurient Interests, rumored to twice because you wrote the
be a third year law team. The article" Schulz, with a three run
Marauders, however, quickly double and John ''''I can't pull
gave notice that they would be the
ball because they're
back for sloppy seconds in the pitching too fast" McNelis, who
playoffs
Led by the home-run hit a solo ground ball home run
power of Kevin "Ice, Ice Baby" down the fIrst base line.
Fl'
dM
Showing the arrogance
ychal "Seriously, that had sparked them earlier in
emmg an
1 ~ running hard" Schulz, the
Marauders devoured Apple Pie, the season, Marshall's boys
a curious assortment of English started their playoff drive by
Department-types ,
16-1. 12(b)(6)ing some anonymous
Marshall's boys were sparked under1ndian fraternity 16-1.
by the absence of Rick "Left, Led by Tony "1 love to
right, what's the difference?" dominate people" Phillips and
Carlson, the late arrival of John "Tell them
I did
Steve "My range is as long as something good" Tarley, the
my arm" Schofield, and the all Marauder's
regained
their
around
good attitude
of hitting power, building a 14-0
Christian "What's wrong with lead before winning by the
jeans?" Connell.
slaughter rule in the fourth
In their next game, inning. Bobby "I don't get it"
however, the Marauder's ran Carll anchored a solid defense
into a repressed group of third that had them whimpering
years, the Prurient Interests. something about "It's unfair.
Dazzled by their obvious They're so old."
mental, physical and emotional
The
Mar au de r s
superiors,
Marshall's
boys continue their playoff drive
forgot how to hit the ball until towards a probable meeting
it was too late, dropping a 12- with the Freudian Slips, a.k.a
6 decision. Stars of the game Prurie~t I.ntere~ts,
in
the
were few, but Matt "I can too championship . With a g~e on
play this game" O ' Toole Wednesday ~Ight at .8 0 clock
registered the best play of the at Busch Field ~gamst some
.
unknown fraternity .
When
night when he actually found asked h th
th M
d
the field in time for the game.
weer e
arau ers
T
"M '
B II"
b b " could upend the repressed
om
arvm" e I,
a .y
people, intramural director Joe
Jtr°n~shandd Mdat~. pOllfor my ~hdUedd "Dutch" Tighe and his assistant
s rug t eca e u en pro VI
Bill "Bell " J
l'ed .
d I . th . fi ld h'l
Y onas rep I • m
~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~? ~ ~~ ~~ w I e two-part harmony. "No. "
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REINHARDT ON PRURIENT INTEREST
After
numerous
"s.tats" Guidash and Greg "T
scheduling conflicts, "put up or
Wish I got to base as often at
shut up" time finally arrived
the Green Leafe" Casker were
between the two Marshallf?llowed by a two-out Chasse
Wythe "A" division softball
smg~e and a double by Chief
teams:
the highly ranked
Prurient Gary "The speedster"
Marshall ' s Marauders and the Reinhardt. After the Marauders
highly
talented
Prurient went down. weaklv and in order
Interests,
in
a
possible in the bottom half of the
intramural
championship inning, the score stood at 2 - O.
preview. The Marauders had
The third inning was
displayed an unprecedented highlighted by Eric Chasse
level of cockiness prior to burning the Marauder leftgame day, spouting stories of fielder for a three-run homer.
their talent and posting the less Reinhardt
and
Shaffrey
than accurate softball rankings followed up with singles.
from the Flat Hat above the Schofield then ended any
hanging files . Shortstop and "shortstop supremacy" debate
designated
mouth of the he attempted to create by
Marauders Steve Schofield even dropping
"keep
it
Jim
took to referring to Prurient interesting" Entas's two-out pop
Interests as "meat" during the fly, allowing Reinhardt to
hours leading up to the game. "speed" home for another run
Schofield then went as far as and extending a big inning for
claiming to be a better the Prurients.
After the
shortstop than rookie phenom Marauders plated their fust run
Eric "the total package" (with in the bottom half of the
apologies to pro wrestler Lex inning, the score stood at 9 - 1
Luger)
Chasse.
These in favor of Prurient Interests
comments
by
Schofield and Reinhardt lit the victory
prompted
business
school cigar.
defector and Prurient Interest
Two out rallies were
left-fielder Tim "I hope an the key to success for Prurient
ample supply of law school Interests. Clutch two-out hits
women are at the game" came from Guidash, Casker,
Shaffrey to ask, "How old is Chasse, Reinhardt, Shaffrey,
this guy; twelve, thirteen, Entas,
Mike
"true blue"
maybe?"
Flannery,
Frank
"Rickey
The first inning set the Henderson" LaRuffa, and Pat
stage for the entire game. "haircut" Allen.
Back-to-back singles by Brian
Continued on Page Seven
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Cavs Prove Good Guys Can Finish First
by Mychal Schulz
and Kansas State (hear that
Nebraska?).
Clemson has a
big-time defense, yet Virginia
was able to score 24 points.
North Carolina State's defense
ranks fourth in the nation,
giving up 9 points a game and
about 270 total yards a game.
The Cavs beat the fIrst mark in
the fust quarter and beat the
second by halftime.
One
wonders what the Moore to
Moore combination could do
against a Miami or an Auburn.
The running game seems solid
with Terry Kirby and Nikki
Fischer, each of whom have
rushed for over 100 yards on
numerous occasions this fall.
But what could this duo
accomplish against a Florida
State or a Tennessee?
Unfortunately
for
Cavalier fans, their chances of
fmding out are slim. Virginia,
despite popular opinion, has
three formidable obstacles left
on their schedule in the form
of Georgia Tech, Maryland and
Virginia Tech. The Hoos get
both
Georgia
Tech
and
Maryland in Charlottesville,
which will help, but both
schools have something to
prove.
For Tech, a top-ten
ranking and a trip to the Citrus
Bowl awaits them should they
beat Virginia. Not bad for a
team that as liule as a year ago

Crowned this week as
the top-ranked college football
team in the country, the
University of Virginia will try
to fend off the upset jinx that
tumbled Miami, Notre Dame
and Michigan from the top spot
in succession. The problem for
the Cavaliers is that they will
have a hard time staying there.
The beauty, of course,
of seeing the Cavaliers at the
top of the football heap is that
they do it right Particularly
pleasing to see is that their
"stars" graduate. Every year
they are in the top three as far
as graduating their football
players, usually graduating 90
to 95% of their players. Fifthyears players who have already
graduated include Heisman
candidate Shaun Moore and the
rock of the defense, lineman
Joe Hall. No other school can
boast of such consistently high
graduation marks except Duke.
Having gouen to the
top by doing it right, the
question remains as to whether
the Cavs can stay there.
Certainly
if games
were
measured by offensive prowess,
Virginia ranks near or at the
top. Averaging over 40 points
a game is surprising at the I-A
level , and especially when
ou're not doing it at the
expense of Northern Illinois

were considered the door-mat
of the ACC.
Look for Pat
Swilling, a Thorpe award
candidate, to shut the Moore
combination down.
Maryland
will
be
playing their last game of the
season, and in all likelihood,
the future of their coach will
hinge
upon
the
game's
outcome. Joe Krivak has built
a solid team at College Park,
yet they always fall just a bit
short After last year's debacle
in Maryland, the Terps will be
looking for a season-ending,
career-saving, possibly bowldeterminative victory.
Finally, Virginia must
travel to Blacksburg to face the
Hokies in the season fInale.
The ACC race will be over.
The bowl lineups will be set.
Virginia will have nothing left
to prove. Tech will be looking
for that upset victory that
narrowly eluded them at Florida
State.
Yes, Virginia is good.
Yes, they are ranked # 1. No,
they are not best No, they
will not be national champions.
And no, they will not end the
season undefeated and go on to
meet Notre Dame or Miami in
the Fiesta Bowl to determine
the national championship.
Good guys can get to the top,
but they have a hard time
staying there.
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open 11:30 am - 2 am

HALLOWEEN PARTY
with the DEAD PENGUINS
TUESDA Y, OCT. 30

COSTUME CONTEST:
FIRST PRIZE:
dinner for two at the NEW CAJUN restaurant

SECOND PRIZE: dinner for two at the GREENLEAFE
THIRD PRIZE: gift certificate for the CHEESE SHOP

220 - 3405
765 SCOTLAND STREET
AT WILLIAM AND MARY'S CARY FIELD

